Changes in Optical Coherence Tomography Parameters in Patients with Unilateral Carotid Artery Stenosis
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Abstract

Objective: The retina layer belongs to the end-stream region of the internal carotid artery, and thus various ophthalmic symptoms can present in patients with carotid artery stenosis. The aim of this study was to examine the changes in retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFLT), central macular thickness (CMT), retinal ganglion cell layer (RGCL), and choroidal thickness (CT) in patients who had unilateral (symptomatic or asymptomatic) carotid artery stenosis (CAS) using optical coherence tomography (OCT).

Materials and Methods: In this prospective observational study, patients with confirmed unilateral CAS (symptomatic or asymptomatic) in computed tomography angiography were recruited. RNFLT, CMT, and RGCL were compared using spectral domain-OCT. CT was analyzed using enhanced depth imaging-OCT.

Results: A total of 28 patients with unilateral CAS (17 asymptomatic, 11 symptomatic) were recruited. There were no significant differences between the eye on the stenotic side and the fellow eye according to RNFLT, CMT, and RGCL in the asymptomatic group (p=0.986, p=0.945, p=0.569, and p=0.796, respectively). Similarly, in the symptomatic group, no significant differences were found between the eye on the stenotic side and the fellow eye according to the same parameters (p=0.693, p=0.409, p=0.792, and p=0.597, respectively). When comparing the eyes on the stenotic sides in both groups, no significant differences were found (p=0.85, p=0.24, p=0.7, p=0.98 respectively).

Conclusion: The decrease in retinal artery blood flow did not lead to morphologic or functional changes of the retina in symptomatic or asymptomatic carotid artery disease.
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Öz

Amaç: Retina internal karotis arterin kanlandığı son akım bölgesidir ve bu nedenle karotis stenozlu hastalarda çeşitli ophthalmik semptomlar görülebilir. Bu çalışmanın amacı, tek taraflı karotis arter stenozu olan hastalarda (symptomatik veya asemptomatik), optik koherans tomografi (OCT) ile retinal sinir lifi kalınlığı (RNFLT), santral maküler kalınlık (CMT), retinal ganglion hücre tabakası kalınlığı (RGCL) ve koroidal kalınlık (CT) değişikliklerini saptamaktır.

Maddeler ve Yöntemler: Bu prospektif gözlemelidir. Tek taraflı karotis arter stenozu olan hastalarda (symptomatik veya asemptomatik) OCT ile RNFLT, CMT, RGCL ve CT ölçüldü. CT, gelişmiş derinlik görüntüleme-OCT ile analiz edildi.

Sonuç: Tek taraflı karotis arter stenozu olan 28 hasta (17 asemptomatik, 11 symptomatik) çalışmaya alındı. Asemptomatik ve symptomatik grupta, RNFLT, CMT ve RGCL değerleri arasında anlamlı fark saptanmadı (p=0.986, p=0.945, p=0.569, p=0.796). Benzer şekilde, symptomatik ve asemptomatik grupta, CT değerleri arasında anlamlı fark saptanmadı (p=0.693, p=0.409, p=0.792, p=0.597). Stenozlu tarafların RNFLT, CMT ve RGCL değerleri arasında anlamlı fark saptanmadı (p=0.85, p=0.24, p=0.7, p=0.98).
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Introduction

Stroke is the third most common cause of death in most Western countries, after coronary heart disease and cancer (1). A stroke is devastating to health, leading to substantial disability, and leads to labor loss in the population. Eighty percent of stroke is ischemic, and internal carotid artery (ICA) stenosis accounts for 15% of ischemic stroke subtypes (2). In patients with carotid atherosclerosis, the risk of stroke is altered by the presence of collateral circulation and also altered by the varying demographic properties of the patients. The incidence of stroke in patients with asymptomatic and symptomatic ICA stenosis is reported to be 9% and 10%, respectively (3,4,5).

Various ophthalmic symptoms can present in patients with carotid artery stenosis (CAS) due to retinal branches to the end-stream region of the ICA. When the ICA is obstructed, such compensation mechanisms occur; collateral circulation from the circle of Willis and collateral channels open up between the terminal external carotid artery (ECA) branches and the terminal branches of the ophthalmic artery. Through these channels, there is retrograde flow via the ophthalmic artery to the ICA. Thus, ophthalmologic symptoms and signs caused by carotid atherosclerotic disease can occur due to retinal emboli arising from the atherosclerotic plaque or hypoperfusion of the retinal and choroidal due to the ICA stenosis or opening up of collateral channels causing delay/asymmetry of ECA pulses or ocular ischemic syndrome [(OIS); venous stasis retinopathy] (6).

Ultimately, histopathologic changes occur depending on the tissue ischemia (7). Previous experimental studies showed that bilateral common carotid artery occlusions might cause incomplete retinal ischemia, which resulted in chronic ganglion cell loss, optic nerve degeneration, and other cerebral degeneration presentations (8).

The early detection of these symptoms and signs caused by carotid atherosclerosis, as well as an understanding of the pathophysiologic changes in the retina and the optic nerve of patients with hemodynamically significant ICA stenosis, might be important for physicians to predict the risk of stroke.

The examination of the retina by optical coherence tomography (OCT), which is a non-invasive technique that uses near-infrared light to generate high-resolution cross-sectional images of the retina, has advantages in showing ischemia (9).

The aim of this study was to examine the changes in retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFLT), central macular thickness (CMT), retinal ganglion cell layer (RGCL), and choroidal thickness (CT) in patients who had unilateral (symptomatic or asymptomatic) CAS confirmed in OCT.

Materials and Methods

In this prospective observational study, patients with unilateral CAS (symptomatic or asymptomatic) were recruited. The study was approved by the Antalya Training and Research Hospital Ethics Committee (48/2, 16.10.2014) and written informed consent was received from all participants. The study was performed according to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki for research involving human subjects.

Twenty-eight patients (11 females and 17 males) with unilateral CAS (symptomatic or asymptomatic) were included. The demographic variables of the participants were recorded.

Computed tomography angiography (CTA) was performed to calculate the degree of CAS (≥50% stenosis rate). Patients with asymptomatic CAS were defined as individuals who lacked ischemic symptoms typical for carotid territory in the last 6 months preceding the study recruitment and who had ≥50% stenosis in CTA. The symptomatic CAS group was defined as those who had had a stroke (clinical findings as hemiparesis or amaurosis fugax) depending on carotid artery disease. The eye on the stenotic side was compared with the fellow eye.

All patients underwent a detailed ophthalmic examination that included visual acuity testing, refraction assessment, anterior segment slit-lamp biomicroscopy, fundus examination, and patients who had best-corrected Snellen visual acuity of 20/20 in both eyes were included. All were examined by an ophthalmologist before performing other tests. All visual tests were performed binocularly. RNFLT, CMT, and RGCL were assessed using spectral-domain-OCT (Cirrus HD OCT, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA). CT was analyzed using enhanced depth imaging-OCT.

In the symptomatic and asymptomatic CAS groups, the eye at the same side of stenosis and the opposite eye were compared in terms of OCT parameters as RNFLT, CMT, RGCL, and CT. OCT was applied to the symptomatic CAS group within the first week of stroke. The correlation between the CAS rate and OCT parameters was investigated. Patients were excluded if there was (a) bilateral CAS, (b) glaucoma, (c) diabetes mellitus, and (d) long-term hypertension (up to 4 years), (e) atrial fibrillation.

Statistical Analysis

The study data were analyzed in SPSS 16.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Demographic and baseline characteristics were summarized as a mean ± standard deviation for continuous variables and as a percentage of the group for categorical variables. Non-normally distributed data are presented as medians (interquartile range). The normality analysis was performed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Continuous variables were compared using the Mann-Whitney U test because there were two groups and the data were not normally distributed. P<0.05 was accepted as statistically significant.

Results

Twenty-eight patients with unilateral CAS (17 symptomatic, 11 asymptomatic) were included. The mean age of the asymptomatic CAS group was 66.53±7.8 and the symptomatic CAS group was 57±10 (Table 1).

In the asymptomatic CAS group, 10 patients were male (58.8%) and seven were female (41.2%), and in the symptomatic group, seven were male (63.6%) and four were female (36.4%). Including all patients, the stenosis ratios were as follows: 10 patients had 50-70%, 10 patients had 70-90%, and eight patients had ≥90% stenosis. Hypertension was detected in 13 patients in the asymptomatic group and four in the symptomatic group. Three patients smoked in both the symptomatic and asymptomatic group. Patients with stroke with diabetes and patients with atrial fibrillation who might cause etiologic confusion were all excluded because the examined OCT parameters could be affected in diabetes mellitus. Demographic characteristics are shown in Table 1. There were no significant differences between the eye on the stenotic side and the fellow eye according to RNFLT, CMT, RGCL, and CT in the asymptomatic group (p=0.986, p=0.945, p=0.569,
Similarly, in the symptomatic group, no significant differences were found between the eye on the stenotic side and the fellow eye according to the same parameters (p=0.693, p=0.409, p=0.792, and p=0.597, respectively). When comparing the eyes on the stenotic sides in both groups, no significant differences were found (p=0.85, p=0.24, p=0.7, p=0.98, respectively) (Table 2).

**Discussion**

Discussion

There were no significant differences between patients’ eyes according to these parameters such as; RNFLT, CMT, RGCL and CT.

Several previous studies showed the relationship between plaque nature and OCT parameters. However, only a few studies are demonstrating the changes in the retina layer in patients with CAS who have asymptomatic eyes. In a previous study, a decrease in choroid thickness in both eyes was determined with 3-dimensional ultrasound in patients with hemodynamically significant bilateral ICA (10). In the study of Sayın et al. (11), a decrease in choroid thickness was observed in 25 patients with CAS when compared with controls; however, there were no significant differences between CAS rates and choroid thickness. Also, RNFLT, CMT, and RGCL values were similar in patient and control groups. In a study by Akçay et al. (12), patients with hemodynamically significant ICA stenosis who had ≥70% ICA diameter reduction showed a significant increase in choroid thickness in the eyes of the stenotic side and this situation was found to be related to the stenosis rate.

In Wang et al.’s (13) study, all of the participants were combined with amaurosis fugax and all of them had normal visual acuity and visual field. CT in eyes with severe ICA stenosis was lower than in the fellow eyes. However, no retinal structural changes occurred in eyes with severe ICA stenosis even though the posterior ciliary artery, a branch of the ophthalmic artery, supplies blood to the outer retina and choroid. According to the results, the authors concluded that choroidal thinning might occur before retinal changes in patients with ICA stenosis (13).

In our study, we included patients who had ≥50% unilateral ICA diameter reduction, and the patients were divided into two groups: Symptomatic CAS and asymptomatic CAS groups. However, there were no significant differences when comparing symptomatic CAS and asymptomatic CAS according to changes in the morphology of the retina.

In another study by Heßler et al. (14), the degree of carotid artery disease led to significant blood flow reduction in the central retinal artery, although similar to our findings, the flow reduction did not lead to morphologic or functional changes of the retina.

The severe stenosis of the extracranial segment of the ICA is the main cause of visual disturbances related to ocular ischemia (15). The most commonly experienced ischemic ocular symptom is transient monocular blindness, known as amaurosis fugax, which is caused by acute embolic central retinal artery occlusion (16). Chronic ipsilateral carotid stenosis might also cause OIS, with reported frequencies between 5% and 21%. It is postulated that the underlying mechanism is decreased vascular perfusion resulting in tissue hypoxia and increased ocular ischemia, leading to neovascularization (6,12,17,18). An embolus originating in the carotid artery is more likely to enter the ophthalmic artery (19), and may cause any of these four clinical conditions: (1) transient monocular visual loss, (2) central retinal artery occlusion, (3) central retinal artery branch occlusions, and (4) anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (6). However, we included patients with asymptomatic CAS in the chronic course and symptomatic CAS
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Affected: The eye on the stenotic side and normal: Fellow eye. RNFLT: Retinal nerve fiber layer thickness, CMT: Central macular thickness, RGCL: Retinal ganglion cell layer, CT: Choroidal thickness
in the acute phase; both groups had asymptomatic eyes. When comparing the side of the stenosis between asymptomatic and symptomatic groups, or comparing the stenotic side with the non-stenotic side, there were no significant differences concerning RNFLT, CMT, RGCL, and CT.

Previous experimental animal studies showed that retinal blood flow had not been significantly influenced by carotid artery ligation. This condition might be explained due to effective autoregulation of the retinal arteries in rabbits, cats, and monkeys (20,21,22). The retinal blood vessels have no autonomic nervous supply, which implies that retinal blood flow is auto-regulated and the retinal blood flow may be sustained by collateral circulation in chronic stenotic conditions (23). Different systemic conditions may affect the CT, one of them is supposed to be hypercholesterolemia due to the choroid’s susceptibility to atherosclerotic changes (24). Age, sex, refractive error, and increased intraocular pressure may also affect CT (13,25,26,27). Various imaging techniques have been used to evaluate patients with CAS; however, a novel technique that provides high-resolution images of the retinal vasculature as measured using OCT angiography (OCT-A) could be useful in the diagnosis of CAS and evaluation of therapy success (28). Another prospective study could be designed to show more certain results.

Study Limitations

We acknowledge the limitations of including a small group of subjects in the study, though the sample size was similar to other studies. However, in contrast with other studies, the patients were divided into two groups: Patients with symptomatic CAS and asymptomatic CAS. Even though patients with long-term hypertension were excluded, patients had an increased hypertension rate. So as not to administer unethical contrast injections to healthy subjects with CTA, healthy subjects could not be included in the study as a control group, although our control group did have similar risk factors to the patient groups. Although stenosis was detected with CTA in patients with CAS, intracranial artery flow rate or retinal vasculature were not measured using transcranial magnetic stimulation or OCT-A. Therefore, it has not been demonstrated whether the degree of stenosis hemodynamically affects the retinal artery.

Conclusion

In this prospective study, the decrease in retinal artery blood flow did not lead to morphologic or functional changes of the retina in symptomatic or asymptomatic carotid artery disease. Further studies in a larger population are needed to present more certain results for evaluating the retinal changes in embolic stroke or recent carotid artery disease.
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